T. C. A. GETS ONLY $1600 IN FIRST 3 DAYS OF ITS DRIVE

Program of Events Scheduled for Smoker inWalker Memorial Tonight

6:15 Dinner for freshmen and Transfers.
7:00 Speaks on Activities.
8:00 Reception for Freshmen.
9:00 Dinner and Dance. All Freshmen and Transfers.
10:00 Dance.

Do not hallucinate.
If he does not choose to return it promptly the rest suffer. We repeat that we are glad the measure is going into effect, but it had a direct interest for a certain careless minority.

In this case, the first man at the Library has the luck and the benefit of being the one to find the book and to have it cataloged and charged to his account. It was possible that the book was missed by the student because it had been returned by someone else, or because it was not properly charged. The Library is glad to have the book back and to be able to continue to provide this important service.

The Library is one of the last college libraries to adopt this method of punishing offenders and the rule has not been enforced as strictly as it might have been. The Library is happy to have the book back and to be able to continue to provide this important service.

The Library is one of the last college libraries to adopt this method of punishing offenders and the rule has not been enforced as strictly as it might have been. The Library is happy to have the book back and to be able to continue to provide this important service.
Squad Appears Strong And Well Balanced In HS, Lack of Vet Material

Five of the veterans of last year's the wrestling team are lost through graduation, yet prospects are good and a better record than the past years can be expected.

As The Prophet Sees Tomorrow's Football

Harvard, 17; Princeton, 12
Crewe, 7, R.U., 0
Brown, 31, Holy Cross, 21; Dayton, 0
Brown, 31, Yale, 27; Temple, 6

The year's prospects are looking bright as Coach Silva's men begin to workout.

Regulars Clash With Ineligible in Soccer Tryout

Final Varsity Positions Will Be Decided By Showing in Tomorrow's Game

Competition for places on the soccer team is getting hotter every day. Coach Welch has scheduled a practice game between the varsity and ineligible teams for tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 on the Coop field. This game promises to be fast and very exciting for both the players and the spectators. Everyone who turns out will not only enjoy the game, but many of the players will be determined to be eligible after the game. Those who do not turn out will lose chances for making the varsity.

In the heavyweight division, M. T. will be represented by one of the best men on the college teams with the hope of returning eligibility to John Burke. The returning eligibility list includes the unlimited class of several years ago. Bill Cline who was an outclass in several meets last year is likely looking forward to the 197 pound class.

A worthy successor to Harry Franklin in the 193-pound division is Walter Mattighoff, who has improved the freshman grapplers three years ago. Perhaps the division might replace with talent in the 160-pound class. Joe Geiselt, who was a regular on last year's varsity, and halfback in the Freshman Ten years ago and has indications that any of the self-styled savers of the class of 1930 who are indications, that any of the self-styled savers of the class of 1930 who are

TUG OF WAR MEN TO REPORT TODAY

Carl J. Bernhardt '28 appointed Supervisor of On Campus Physical Education

As practice goes on Coach Frank Silva's men are working more like a team. Marked advance is beginning to be more noticeable the yearling practice. As practice goes on Coach Frank Silva's men are working more like a team. Marked advance is beginning to be more noticeable the yearling practice.
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A famous scientist remarked recently that the development of the Talking Movies that without doubt the development of the cinematographic art and audible words was one of the most important inventions of the age, and that it would dominate the past century. It seems that in years to come, the methods and inventions are representatives of the future, the truth of the prediction may already have been born out.

The development of the Talking Movies, Technology has played an important role, and it is to happen that she should be the first institution in the world to have talking pictures called the Movietone talkie of her activities, and the first one to have a demonstration of this invention. In fact, Technology has inaugurated the invention that has so far been given with the courtesy of the Fox Film Corporation of New York. This was an actual demonstration at the Technology Convention last June.

The operation of the projection equipment is of standard types but the pictures is smaller to allow space on the left and right hand side of the screen for voice recording. The strip is an eighth of an inch wide varying darker or lighter to show which half shines through the side of the film which is run at a constant speed of ninety feet per second. The variable density of the voice record varies the amount of light reaching the cell causing variations through the cell. This current is thus modulated in accordance with the sound waves of the original voice.

The modulated electric current is fed into the amplifiers which increase the intensity of the current several thousand times and is then recorded on a layer in a low重 shadow and is electronically transformed into sound reproducing music or voice at the same instant the screen and screen are projected on the screen.

Dr. Rockwell, and Professors Rogers and Robinson

THE TECH
NOTICES

Monday and Tuesday the Aero Society will hold its annual membership campaign in the Malta Lobby.

The All-Technology Smoker Convention will meet this evening in the East Lounge of Walker Memorial at 5:30 o'clock.

DRAMATICS

There will be a meeting of those interested in Dramatics Monday at 5 o'clock in the Debating Room in Building Two.

Crew Competition

Freshmen who wish to enter the crew management competition should report to Professor Thomas at the boat house this afternoon at 5.

Crew Freshman

Freshman sign up for crew in place of E. Y. before Oct. 26th in Room 335, Walker.

WRESTLING MANAGER COMPETITION

Sophomore and freshmen are needed by the wrestling management. Knead your own name and address on the application desk in the A. A. office, Walker.

TEEN MANAGER COMPETITION

Freshman and Sophomore candidates who desire to enter the position of Teenager Manager should report to the A. A. office any afternoon after 4 o'clock.

The best saline laxative.

A BALANCED BODY that aches, aches, aches!

TRIGET ALUMNI

Prize

FRESHMAN PHYSICAL EXAMS

All members of the freshmen who are to be examined will be notified. The Gym shall open at once for the Strangemen at noon 350, Walker Memorial Building.

Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock, about 700 alumni and members of the freshman class, their families and friends will have the privileges of witnessing at the second showing of the Movietone Pictures Funded by courtesy of the Fox Film Corporation. Today is the day that the students at the Maine High School will have the privilege of seeing the movie.

700 ALUMNI WILL HEAR MOVIEPONE SATURDAY

CONCERT ALSO INCLUDES SEVERAL UNDGRADUATE ACTIVITY

Friday, October 7, 1927

"POSTPONE DINNER FOR NEW STUDENTS"

Dr. Rockwell, and Professors Rogers and Robinson

"WHO MAKES PEACE"

B. L. Acausepeace

Harvard Cooperative Society McLaughlin Pharmacy

FABERY'S SALT.
The best salas laxative.

CURLEW BLUE.

CEERULEAN BLUE.

GRACE HOBNEW

Cerulean Blue

440-444 Stuart Street at Dartmouth

A Bit of Paris

with New England Cooking

LUNCHONEN TEA ENNIX

The natural joy smoke!

HARVARD COLLEGIATE SOCIETY

Alumni Extraordinary Meeting November 10th
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